Presenters:

Sherri L. Barnes, Scholarly Communications Coordinator & Janet Martorana, Head of Collection Development, UCSB Davidson Library

Learn about UC California Digital Library resources to help you write competitive data management plans for NSF, NIH, NIMH, and IES proposals.

Presenters would like to hear from Gevirtz School researchers about their data management needs—and to help researchers explore UC3: University of California Curation Center, a suite of services established to assist researchers in sharing, managing, and preserving their digital content. The Center defines digital curation as "the set of policies and practices focused on maintaining and adding value to trusted digital content for use now and into the indefinite future." Notable UC3 services include: Merritt, a cost effective repository service that lets the UC community manage, archive, and share its digital content across disciplinary communities; EZID, a service that makes it simple for digital object producers to obtain and manage long-term identifiers for their digital content; and data management consultation service, featuring the Data Management Tool (DMPTool), for creating data management plans.

Wednesday, April 18, 2012
12–1 pm
Dean’s Board Room, Education 4108

Light refreshments will be served.

Please RSVP to Carla Whitacre (cwhitacre@education.ucsb.edu) by Monday, April 16